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DESIblitz uncovers the truth behind how the UK's education system, teachers and students negatively stereotype South Asians, labelled 'model minority'.
Negative Stereotypes facing British Asian Students
Young digital natives use online platforms to explore and express their identities, resulting in a new moral landscape different from older generations, new research has found. A student

s description ...

Tech is helping create moral flexibility among the young generation
As an undocumented Ecuadorian child growing up in Queens, New York, Karla Cornejo Villavicencio said she always knew she was going to be an artist. While studying at Harvard University, where she was ...
Undocumented Americans author: Create the art you see in yourself
Michael Anastario is working on a NIMHD pilot study, examining exposure to toxic agrichemicals among migrant Hispanic farmworkers in Immokalee, Florida.
Corn farming led this FIU professor to study the impact of pesticides on Hispanic farmworkers
The main contributor to businesses not doing enough to diversify the workforce is a lack of incentive to make changes at a micro-level and little understanding of how and where to find minority talent ...
We All Know There Is a Lack of Diversity in the Workplace. Who Is Responsible?
We pick five great movies from Ukraine.
Five of Ukraine s finest movies
Shanthi Mariet D Souza is the founder of research outfit Mantraya, founding professor at the Kautilya School of Public Policy and an Afghanistan expert who has worked on the country for years, ...
Interview: Shanthie Mariet D Souza on how India was ill-prepared for the dramatic Taliban takeover
The Museums Association of Namibia (MAN) in collaboration with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the Gerda Henkel Foundation, the Berlin Ethnographic ...
Official Launch of The Virtual Museum of Namibian Fashion
NAMIBIA recently launched its first virtual museum of Namibian fashion. The museum was launched in collaboration with the Museums Association of Namibia (MAN), the United Nations Educational, ...
Namibia launches virtual museum for fashion
Explaining the constitutional and political imperatives to have a caste-based census in India, MAYANK LABH argues that a caste-wise breakup of the population ...
The case for a caste-based census in India
A key human distinction from plants and other animals is a form of intelligence manifested in an

ability to construct a new, unique, accurate response to each unique experience which confronts each ...

Psychology Today
This critical anthology draws on current theoretical movements to examine the breadth of Asian American literature from the earliest to the most recent ...
Form and Transformation in Asian American Literature
Do you have a prized family possession you re just not sure how to care for? Or perhaps you

d like to know more about a piece of furniture or some silver ...

Mountain Gateway Museum to host Conservation Assistance Day
Nabanita Sengupta s translation of Krishnabhabini Das s travelogue, published in 1885, is a hat tip to the pioneers of modern-day feminism ...
A Bengali lady s stark account of colonial England
A joint expedition of TSU and the State Hermitage Museum discovered a unique burial site during the excavation of the Oglakhty burial mound (Khakassia, Russian Federation). What is so unique about the ...
Tomsk State University: Archaeologists of TSU and Hermitage Museum found a unique burial site
They do so in ways that start from congregational prayer but extend ... state s sponsorship and control of religious institutions. The contours of the Islamic educational field have been less clear ...
Can Islam Be French?: Pluralism and Pragmatism in a Secularist State
We selected business leaders, scientists, doctors, and entrepreneurs who are transforming the healthcare industry as we know it.
Meet the 30 young leaders forging a new future for the healthcare industry in 2021
The newly inaugurated governor of New York is committed to expediently filling regulatory positions to implement marijuana legalization in the state, her office says. Gov. Kathy Hochul (D), who ...
Getting New York Marijuana Legalization Rolling Is A Priority New Governor s Office Says
There are lots of tough things going on in the world, but this is right in front of us and the clock is ticking': Kirby Brown ...
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